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1. INTRODUCTION
With distributed control systems of some class we associate dual control
systems and discuss relationships of their distributed control system's
optimal values. Here, we consider the optimal control problems and the
dual optimal control problems for hyperbolic systems with damping terms.
w xChan 1 dealt with duality theory of non-well-posed parabolic equations
w xwith positive control and Mossino 4 studied the well-posed system case.
w xIn particular, Tanimoto 7 studied duality theory for parabolic optimal
w xcontrol problems. Park and Lee 5 dealt with duality theory for the
corresponding hyperbolic optimal control systems with time varying control
constraints and cost functional. In this paper, our purpose is to prove the
duality theory for hyperbolic systems with damping terms. The paper is
organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the preliminaries and
hypotheses of the paper. In Section 3, we prove the weak duality theorem
and the duality theorem of a hyperbolic system with damping terms.
Ž .*This work was supported by KOSEF, 1996 961-0106-040-2 .
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Finally, in Section 4 we give an example of its application.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž .Let X i s 1, 2 and H be separable Hilbert spaces. The norm on Xi i
5 5 < <will be denoted by ? . The norm on H will be denoted by ? and theX i
Ž .corresponding inner product by ?, ? . We assume that X : H and thei
Ž .injection of X into H is continuous, and that X is dense in H i s 1, 2 .i i
U 5 5 UWe denote the dual space of X by X and the norm on it by ? Xi i i
Ž . Ui s 1, 2 . Identifying H with its dual space, we have X : X : H : X1 2 2
U Ž U .: X . The usual bilinear form on the dual pair X , X is denoted by1 1 1
² : U ² : Ž .? , ? . When x g X : H and h g H : X , the equality x, h s x, h1 1
will be frequently used. Let T be a fixed positive number. We define a
Ž .function space W 0, T by
< 2 2 2 UW 0, T s x x g L 0, T ; X , x g L 0, T ; X , x g L 0, T ; X ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ç È1 2 1
with an inner product
x , xŽ . Ž .W 0, T1 2
T
Us x t , x t q x t , x t q x t , x t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç È ÈH X X X1 2 1 2 1 21 2 1
0
This becomes a Hilbert space with norm
1r2
2 2 2
U2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x s x q x q x ,Ç ÈW Ž0 , T . L Ž0 , T ; X . L Ž0 , T ; X . L Ž0 , T ; X .ž /1 2 1
where x s dxrdt and x s d2 xrdt2.Ç È
We consider the following optimal control problem:
T¡
F t , x t q G t , u t dt “ inf 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
subject to~P 2.1Ž . Ž .
x s yA t x t y A t x t q B t , u t a.e.,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .È Ç2 1½¢ x 0 g C , x 0 g H , u t g U t a.e.,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
Ž . Ž .where A t is the operator defined by a bilinear form on X , A t is the1 1 2
Ž .operator defined by another bilinear form on X , U t is control space,2
and C is a closed convex set of H. We assume that the control variable u
takes its values in another separable Banach space Y, the norm of whose
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5 5 Ž .element is denoted by ? . We denote by S Y the set of nonemptyY
closed, convex subsets of Y. The set of admissible controls is given by
< 2U s u ? u ? g L 0, T ; Y , u t g U t a.e. . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ad
We will describe the assumptions which are imposed on the optimal
Ž .control problem P .
Ž . Ž . w xA1 Let a t; f, w , t g 0, T , i s 1, 2, be a bilinear form on X = Xi i i
satisfying
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xi a t; f, w s a t; w, f , ;f, w g X , ; t g 0, T ,i i i
Ž .ii ’c ) 0 such thati1
< < 5 5 5 5 w xa t ; f , w F c f w , ;f , w g X , ; t g 0, T ,Ž . X Xi i1 ii i
and ’a ) 0, l g R such thati i
< < 2 5 5 2 w xa t ; f , f q l f G a f , ;f g X , ; t g 0, T ,Ž . H Xi i i ii
Ž . Ž . w xiii t “ a t; f, w is continuously differentiable in 0, T andi
’c ) 0 such thati2
d
5 5 5 5 w xa t ; f , w F c f w , ;f , w g X , ; t g 0, T .Ž . X Xi i2 ii idt
Ž . Ž U . w xThen we can define the operator A t g L X , X for t g 0, T definedi i i
by the relation
² : Ua t ; f , w s A t f , w for all f , w g X .Ž . Ž . X , Xi i ii i
Ž . w x U Ž .A2 B: 0, T = Y “ X is a measurable mapping such that B t, ?1
is continuous for each t.
Ž . w x Ž .A3 F: 0, T = H “ R is a function such that F ?, x is a measur-
Ž .able function of t for each x g H and F t, ? is a convex and continuously
Ž .Gateaux differentiable function of x for each t. F t, x is called thex
Ž .Gateaux derivative of F t, x with respect to x.
Ž . w x Ž .A4 G: 0, T = Y “ R is a measurable function such that G t, ? is
continuous for each t.
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .A5 U ? is a mapping 0, T “ S Y such that the function t “
5 5 < Ž .4 2Ž .sup u u g U t belongs to L 0, T and such that its graph is aY
measurable subset of the product measurable space generated by the
w xBorel s-field of 0, T and the Borel s-field of Y.
Ž .A6 C : H is a closed and convex set with nonempty interior.
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Ž .We associate another optimal control problem with P which is called
Ž .the dual problem of P . In order to describe it, we need a function K :
w x0, T = H “ R defined by
² :¡ inf G t , u q p , B t , u , p g X , 4Ž . Ž . 1
Ž .~ ugU tK t , p sŽ . ¢0, p g H _ X .1
We make the following assumption on the function K.
Ž . Ž Ž .. 1Ž . Ž . Ž .A7 K ?, p ? g L 0, T for all p ? g W 0, T .
w x 2Ž . 2Ž U .LEMMA 2.1 6 . If u g L 0, T ; X and u g L 0, T ; X , then u gÇ1 1
Žw x .C 0, T ; H . With ¤ another function which satisfies the same conditions,
Ž Ž . Ž ..u t , ¤ t is absolutely continuous and the following equality holds:
d
u t ¤ t s u t , ¤ t q u t , ¤ t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç
dt
w x Ž .LEMMA 2.2 8 . Let A and B be two arbitrary sets. If L s L u, p is a
function defined on A = B with real ¤alues,
sup inf L u , p F inf sup L u , p .Ž . Ž .ug A
ugApgB pgB
We call the following the optimal control problem of the dual problem:
¡ T ² :K t , p t y p t , x q A t x t q A t x t Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . È ÇH 2 1
0
qF t , x t dt “ sup4Ž .Ž .
subject to
U U U¡ Çp t s A t p t y A t y A t p tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç Ž .2 1 2~D 2.2Ž . Ž .qF t , x t a.e.,Ž .Ž .x
p T s 0, p T s 0, x g W 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç~
p 0 , h y x 0 G 0, p 0 , x 0 y c G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç Ç
p 0 , A 0 c y x 0 G 0, for all h g H , c g C ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž 2¢¢ where c y x 0 g X .Ž . 2
U Ž . U Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Here A t , A t are the adjoint operators of A t , A t , and F t, x1 2 1 2 x
Ž .is the derivative of F t, x with respect to x. It should be noted that the
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control variable of this problem is x. By making use of Lemma 2.1 and
Ž .2.2 , we have
0² :p t , x t dtŽ . Ž .ÈH
T
² : ² : ² U :s y x 0 , p 0 q x 0 , p 0 q A 0 p 0 , x 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç 2
T T² : ² :y p t , A t x t dt y p t , A t x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÇH H2 1
0 0
T² :q x t , F t , x t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H x
0
Ž .since, as will be stated explicitly below, p, x g W 0, T . Thus the dual
Ž .problem can be equivalently rewritten as follows D :
² : ² : ² U :x 0 , p 0 y x 0 , p 0 q A 0 p 0 , x 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç 2
T ² :q K t , p t y x t , F t , x t q F t , x t dt “ sup 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .H x
0
subject to 2.2 .Ž .
Ž .As for the differential equation in 2.2 , we restrict ourselves to only
Ž .solutions which belong to W 0, T . Hence, if there exists no solution
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p, x g W 0, T = W 0, T in 2.2 , we define the supremum of problem
Ž .D to be ‘.
3. DUALITY
Ž .We first prove a weak duality theorem saying that the infimum of P is
Ž .equal to or greater than the supremum of D .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. 1Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions A1 ] A7 , if F ?, x ? g L 0, T
Ž Ž .. 2Ž U . Ž . Ž Ž .. 1Ž .and F ?, x ? g L 0, T ; X for all x g W 0, T and G ?, u ? g L 0, Tx 1
Ž Ž .. 2Ž U . Ž .and B ?, u ? g L 0, T ; X for all u g U , then the infimum of P is1 ad
Ž .equal to or greater than the supremum of D .
Ž .Proof. Let u ? g U be any admissible control and fix it for aad
w x w xmoment. Due to Lions 3, Chap. IV and Ha and Nakagiri 2, Chap. 1 ,
Ž . Ž .there exists a solution x g W 0, T of 2.1 with any initial condition
U2Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .x 0 s x g C by the assumption B ?, u ? g L 0, T ; X . Let x be any0 1
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one of such solutions corresponding to u. That is,
È Çx t s yA t x t y A t x t q B t , u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1
3.1Ž .
Çx 0 g C , x 0 g H .Ž . Ž .
Ž .With this u we associate the following problem D :u
T
F t , x t q G t , u t Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
² :y p t , x t q A t x t q A t x t y B t , u t dt “ sup4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .È Ç2 1
subject to 2.2 .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If there is no solution p, x g W 0, T = W 0, T satisfying 2.2 , we
Ž . oŽ . oŽ .. Ž .define the supremum of D to be y‘. If p ? , x ? g W 0, T =u
Ž . Ž .W 0, T is an arbitrary solution of 2.2 , then we can show that the value
T
F t , x t q G t , u t dt 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
T oy F t , x t q G t , u t Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
o o o o² :y p t , x t q A t x t q A t x t y B t , u t dt4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .È Ç2 1
3.2Ž .
is nonnegative. To do this, note that
È ÇB t , u t s x t q A t x q A t x t a.e.,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 1
and observe that
o o o² :F t , x t y F t , x t G x t y x t , F t , x t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .x
since F is a convex and differentiable function with respect to x. Substitut-
Ž . Ž .ing these into 3.2 , we see that the value 3.2 is equal to or greater than
T To o o o È² : ² :x t y x t , F t , x t dt q p t , x t y x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÈH Hx
0 0
T o o Ç² :q p t , A t x y A t x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÇH 2 2
0
T o o² :q p t , A t x t y A t x t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 1
0
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Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .Using p T s 0 and p T s 0 and p 0 , h y x 0 G 0 and p 0 , x 0 yÇ Ç Ç
. Ž Ž . Ž .Ž Ž ...c G 0 and p 0 , A 0 c y x 0 G 0, we have2
T To o o oÈ Ç² : ² :p t , x t y x t dt q p t , A t x t y A t x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È ÇH H 2 2
0 0
T o o² :q p t , A t x t y x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1
0
T T Uo o o o² : ² :G p t , x t yx t dtq A t p t , x t yx t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÈH H 1
0 0
T U o oÇ² :y A t p t , x t y x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2
0




F t , x t q G t , u t dt 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
T o o o o²y F t , x t q G t , u t y p t , x t q A t x t Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . È ÇH 2
0
o :qA t x t y B t , u t dt4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
T Uo o oÇ²G x t y x t , F t , x t q A t p tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H x 2
0
U o U o o :q A t p t y A t p t y p t dt s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç È2 1
o oŽ . Ž . Ž .since p , x is a solution of 2.2 . Let us denote by p x, u the value
T
F t , x t q G t , u t dt , 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž .and by d u the supremum of problem D . Then the above argumentu
shows that
p x , u G d u 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .holds for every u g U and every x satisfying 3.1 together with u. If wead
Ž . Ž .denote by J p, x, u the objective function of D , that is, if we putu
T ² :J p , x , u s F t , x t q G t , u t q p t , B t , u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
² :y p t , x t q A t x t q A t x t dt4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç2 1
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Ž . Žit follows from 3.3 and a well-known inequality of game theory Lem-
.ma 2.2 that
inf p x , u G inf d u s inf sup J p , x , uŽ . Ž . Ž .
x , u u u p , x
G sup inf J p , x , u . 3.4Ž . Ž .
up , x
Ž .For a given u ? g U , we havead
T T² :G t , u t q p t , B t , u t dt G K t , p t dt , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
Ž Ž .. ² Ž . Ž Ž ..: Ž Ž ..since G t, u t q p t , B t, u t G K t, p t a.e. by definition of the
function K. Hence, it follows that
T ² :inf J p , x , u G K t , p t y p t , x t qA t x t qA t x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . È ÇH 2 1
u 0
qF t , x t dt4Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for every solution p, x of 2.2 . If we denote by inf P the infimum of P
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and by sup D the supremum of D , it is obvious that inf p x, u s inf Px, u
Ž . Ž .and sup inf J p, x, u G sup D by the above inequality. Therefore, wep, x u
Ž . Ž . Ž .conclude from 3.4 that inf P G sup D . This completes the proof.
We prove next the duality theorem that under certain conditions the
Ž . Ž .infimum of P coincides with the supremum of D . The problem consid-
ered here is
T¡
F t , x t q G t , u t dt “ inf 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0~subject toP9Ž .
x t s yA t x t y A t x t q B t u t a.e.,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç2 1¢x 0 g C , x 0 g H , u t g U t a.e.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
Ž .The corresponding dual problem takes the same form as D except that
w xthe function K : 0, T = H “ R is replaced by
² :¡ inf G t , u q p , B t u , p g X , 4Ž . Ž . . 1
Ž .~ ugU tK t , p sŽ . ¢0, p g H _ X .1
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For convenience we state its dual problem:
T¡ ² :K t , p t y p t , x q A t x t q A t x t Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . È ÇH 2 1
0~D9Ž . qF t , x t dt “ sup4Ž .Ž .¢subject to 2.2 .Ž .
Alternatively, we may rewrite this as
² : ² : ² U :x 0 , p 0 y x 0 , p 0 q A 0 p 0 , x 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç 2
T ² :q K t , p t y x t , F t , x t q F t , x t dt “ sup 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . Ž .H x
0
subject to 2.2 .Ž .
We make the following assumptions:
Ž . Ž . UA29 B t : Y “ X is a continuous linear operator for each t g1
w x Ž . 5 Ž . 5 Ž .0, T such that B ? u is a continuous mapping of t and B t u # F b t
5 5 2Ž .q b u a.e. with b g L 0, T , and b is constant.Y
Ž . w x Ž .A49 G: 0, T = Y “ R is a measurable function such that G t, ?
is convex and continuously Gateaux differentiable with respect to u for
w xeach t g 0, T .
Ž .A8 The interior of U is nonempty.ad
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Assume A1 , A29 , A3 , A49 , and A5 ] A8 and that
Ž Ž .. 1Ž . Ž Ž .. 2Ž . Ž .F ?, x ? g L 0, T and F ?, x ? g L 0, T ; H for all x g W 0, T andx
Ž Ž .. 1Ž . Ž oŽ . o o.G ?, u ? g L 0, T for all u g U . If a triple x 0 , x , u g C =ad
Ž . Ž . o Ž .W 0, T = U attains the infimum of P9 , then there exists p g W 0, Tad
Ž o o. Ž .such that p , x attains the supremum of D9 . Furthermore, the infimum
Ž . Ž .of P9 is equal to the supremum of D9 .
Ž oŽ . o o. Ž .Proof. If x 0 , x , u g C = W 0, T = U attains the infimum ofad
Ž . o Ž .P9 . There exists p g W 0, T satisfying
o U o U ÇU o op t sA t p t y A t yA p t qF t , x t a.e.,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç Ç Ž .2 1 2 x 3.5Ž .
p T s0, p T s0,Ž . Ž .Ç
G t , uo t q B* t po t , ¤ y uo t G 0, 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .u Y , Y *
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Ž .for all ¤ g U t a.e., and
p 0 , h y x 0 G 0, p 0 , x 0 y c G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç Ç
p 0 , A 0 c y x 0 G 0 for all h g H , c g C ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2 3.7Ž .
where c y x 0 g X ,Ž . 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .where B* t denotes the adjoint operator of B t , ?, ? the bilinearY , Y *
Ž . Ž .form on the dual pair Y, Y * , and G the derivative of G t, u with respectu
Ž . Ž . ² oŽ . Ž . :to u. By convexity of G, 3.6 implies G t, ¤ q p t , B t ¤ G
Ž oŽ .. ² oŽ . Ž . oŽ .: Ž .G t, u t q p t , B t u t for all ¤ g U t a.e., from which we have
o o ² o o :K t , p t s G t , u t q p t , B t u t a.e. 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž o o. Ž .From 3.5 and 3.7 we see that p , x is a solution of 2.2 and from
Ž .3.8 we obtain
o ² o o o o : oK t , p t y p , x t q A t x t q A t x t q F t , x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .È Ç2 1
o ² o o :s G t , u t q p t , B t u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
² o o o o : oy p t , x t q A t x t q A t x t q F t , x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .È Ç2 1
o ² o o os G t , u t q p t , B t u t y x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . È
o o : oyA t x t y A t x t q F t , x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç2 1
s G t , uo t q F t , xo t a.e.,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž o o. oŽ . Ž . oŽ . Ž . oŽ . Ž . oŽ .since x , p satisfies x t s yA t x t y A t x t q B t u t a.e.È Ç2 1
Therefore, we conclude that
T o oF t , x t q G t , u t dt 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
T o o o o o² :s K t , p t y p t , x t q A t x t q A t x t Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . È ÇH 2 1
0
qF t , xo t dt.4Ž .Ž .
Ž .Thus Theorem 3.1 implies that the infimum of P9 is equal to the
Ž . Ž o o. Ž .supremum of D9 and that p , x attains the supremum of D9 . This
completes the proof.
4. APPLICATION
Ž .In this section we apply Theorem 3.2 duality theorem to a hyperbolic
distributed system.
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Let T ) 0 and let V be a bounded domain in Rn with a smooth
w xboundary › V s G. On 0, T = V we consider the control problem
T¡
f t , z , x t , z q g t , z , u t , z dt dz “ inf 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H
0 V
subject to~P0Ž . 2› x t , z › x t , zŽ . Ž . w xsya qD x t , z qu t , z on 0, T =V ,Ž . Ž .2 › t› t¢ 2w xx t , z s 0 on 0, T = G , x 0, ? g C : L V , x 0, ? g H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
where a ) 0
1r2
2< <u t , z dz F M .Ž .Hž /
V
1Ž . 2Ž . U y1Ž .Taking X s H V , X s H s L V , X s H V , the triple1 0 2 1
Ž U .X , H, X enjoys the properties mentioned in Section 2. The bilinear1 1
form
a f , c s =f ? =c dz , ;f , c g H 1 V ,Ž . Ž .H1 0
V
a f , c s afc dz , ;f , c g L2 VŽ . Ž .H2
V
2Ž . Ž .on X = X . The control space is Y s L V and U t is defined by1 1
Ž .  2Ž . < 5 5 4 w x 5 5U t s u g L V u F M for t g 0, T , where u s2 2
Ž < Ž . < 2 .1r2 Ž . 2Ž .H u z dz and M G 0. Then A8 is fulfilled. Let C : L V be aV
closed, convex subset with nonempty interior. Moreover, we assume that
Ž .the functions f and g in P0 satisfy the following:
Ž . Ž . w xi f ?, ? , ? : 0, T = V = R “ R is a measurable function such
Ž .that f t, z, ? is convex and continuously differentiable with respect to x.
T Ž Ž .. ‘Ž 2Ž ..H H f t, z, x t, z dt dz is finite for every x g L 0, T ; L V .0 V
Ž . Ž . w xii g ?, ? , ? : 0, T = V = R “ R is a measurable function such
Ž .that g t, z, ? is convex and continuously differentiable with respect to u.
T Ž Ž .. 2Žw x .H H g t, z, u t, z dt dz is finite for every u g L 0, T = V .0 V
w x 2Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..If F: 0, T = L V “ R is given by F t, x s H f t, z, x t, z dz and G:V
w x 2Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..0, T = L V “ R by G t, u s H g t, z, u t, z dz, our optimal controlV
Ž .problem P0 reduces to the abstract form
T




x s yA t x t y A t x t q u t a.e.,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç2 1
x 0 g C , x 0 g H , u t g U t a.e.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
Ž .The dual problem of P0 can be formulated via the dual problem of this
Ž .abstract one. In order to obtain it, we need to evaluate K t, p , which is
given by
² :¡ inf G t , u q p , u , p g X , 4Ž . 1
Ž .~ ugU tK t , p sŽ . ¢0, p g H _ X .1
In this case it is calculated as
¡ 1inf g t , z , u z q p z u z dz , p g H V , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0~K t , p sŽ . 5 5 Ž .u Fr t V2¢
0, otherwise.
Hence the dual problem written in the alternative form becomes
¡ Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x 0, z p 0, z dz y x 0, z p 0, z dzÇ ÇH H
V V
TUŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..q x 0, z A 0 p 0, z dz q K t, p t dtH H2
V 0
T
 4Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..y f t, z, x t, z x t, z y f t, z, x t, z dt dz “ supH H x
0 V
subject to
UŽ . Ž . Ž .p t s A t p tÈ Ç2
U UÇ Ž . w xŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..y A t y A t p t q f t, z, x t, z on 0, T = V,Ž .1 2 x~ Ž . w x Ž . Ž .Ž .D0 p t, z s 0 on 0, T = G, p T , z s 0, p T , z s 0, for z g V,Ç
Ž .x g W 0, T
U2 2 2< Ž . Ž . Ž .s x x g L 0, T ; X , x g L 0, T ; H , x g L 0, T ; X , 4Ç È 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .h z y x 0, z p 0, z dz G 0 for all h ? g H,ÇH
V
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .x 0, z y c p 0, z dz G 0 for all c ? g C,ÇH
V
Ž .where c y x 0 g X ,2
Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž Ž ..A 0 c y x 0 p 0, z dz G 0 for all c ? g C,Ž .H 2¢ V
Ž .where c y x 0 g X ,2
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . U Ž . U Ž .where p t in K t, p t means p t s p t, ? g W 0, T , and A t , A t1 2
Ž . Ž .are the formal adjoint of A t , A t . Thus the following duality theorem1 2
is immediate from Theorem 3.2.
Ž . Ž Ž .. 2Žw x .THEOREM 4.1. Assume that t, z “ f t, z, x t, z g L 0, T = Vx
Ž . Ž oŽ . o o.for e¤ery x g W 0, T . Under the abo¤e assumptions, if x 0 , x , u g C
Ž . Ž . o Ž .= W 0, T = U attains the infimum of P0 , then there exists p g W 0, Tad
Ž o o. Ž .such that p , x attains the supremum of D0 . Furthermore, the infimum
Ž . Ž .of P0 is equal to the supremum of D0 .
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